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OBOiflGLJAL R3FORT ON TUB SStVfiLL LAKg GROUP lOF GUIM3, SSS31L TOWNSHIP, SUDBURY MINING . - l______DIVISION. PROVING^ OF OOTARIO l
General Statementt The Sewell Lake Group is a large one, comprising claims J
S-97974 to S-97984 inclusive and S-101028 to S-101Q47 inclusive, 31 olaiis in l
all, and having an area of roughly two square Biles. It i* situated in Sewell l
Township, with its western boundary roughly 1,500 feet east of the Reeves * l
Sewell Township boundtry and parallel to it. The east-west southern boundary I

. . . ". ' : ' , . - ' "r'vV --- :'-' lof tho claims group is some 5,500 feet north of the boundary between Sewell J
and Kenogaming Townships. 

; l
The base line of the group is north-south and divides the l

group roughly into a western two-thirds and an eastern third. The picket lines J
at right angles to this base line run froi OfOOS at the north end to 99*008 *t , J
the southern end, , l

The group was surveyed in June and July,^1957 by two l
parties, comprising the following nenj- P. V. Freeman, F. M. Yokes, R. Doig, J
V. Mroszozak, IV. Scott, L. Alllson, I* Xatofsky, J. Uaroure, J* Philpotts, J
and R. Rintaaakl, ' ; * ' j
Pjrey^ous peplogioal Work t No systematic geological work appears to have been l
done on the Sewell Lako Group. A geomagnetic survey hud been Carried dut, and l
the resulting nap was available during the work. Vany old pits and trenches l

i ; ' , ' ' - - ' '":"'' : ' ''iV-,."' . * j.' • i - . tindlcf-te prospecting of the group in the past. : i ; ,l
. Topographyt The area on the whole show? very little relief, ft lai flat ( with l
occasional low ridges of sand and bouldery Moraine of glacial origin. In th* l
west of the southern part of the group, outcrops of solid rock fora features l
up to 50 - 60 feet above the general ground level. In the north of the group ' j
parallel east-west ridges, apparently of sand and gravel^ give reliefs of up l
to 30 - ^0 feet. Running southwest froo the southern end of Sewell Lake is j
a marked, broad, olovatec] esker ridge cutting across the otherwise flat topography.!

The nein surface drainage is along the western edge of ttie olains l
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where a small oreek drains to the north, receiving water from the
v

Bwamps and smaller oreeks in the south-central part of the group* Along 

this creek are several flati grassy areas which represent old beaver dans* 

These become open lakes in wet weather* Sewell Lake occupies a small part 

of the north-nest of the group, with two or three snail ponds southwest of It.

The main topographical features are shown on the map accom 

panying this report*

AooeBsibilityt The Warren Lake highway runs approximately east-west, north 

of the northern boundary of the group, at a distance of between 600 and 2,000 

feet* There is no road or trail into the group from this highway* For the 

northern and western sections of the group accessibility was made by striking 

south from the road to link up with a north-south tie line which ran parallel 

to the base line and about 3,400 feet West of it* This tie line could easily 

be followed south until the required picket line was reached*
,, , ' v*

For the south-east parts of the group access was via Sewell 

Lake. There le a -trail from the highway to the northern end of the Lake. 

A canoe was put on the Lake in order to get to the southern end. Fro* here . 

a trail led in fairly easy, open ground a|.ong the esker-ridge mentioned prf- 

viously, Khen working the southern parts of the group, travelling time often 

occupied up to one and one-half hours eaoh way every day* ' 

General Qeologyj Formations i -

Pleistocene and Recant

Diabase (Matachewan?)
Intrusive Contact 

Hornblende diorite 
Hornblende grabbro

^Intrusive, t Contact 
Carbonated biotite iranite

Intrusive Contact 
Green and light-gresn hornblende-ohlorite? rookaj 
schistose and massive (volcanics?) 
Chlorite phyllite* and schists 
Graphite schist 
Quartzite ,

This tabulation is not 
In anyway intended to 
stratigraphic. There le 
no evidence as to the 
order of succession of 
the last four limits.
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rtsitei At two places only in the claims group (84f50S, 6 f OOW and 45+005, ' 

254-OOE), a fine grained quartzite of apparently bedded origin was seen at 

84*503. it was exposed in one end of a shallow trench dug through the over 

burden at right angles to the strike of the rocks. The exposure was too   all 

to allow any observations of the rook structurally* At 45fOOS a fine grained,

granular quartzite heavily charged with pyrite forms a concordant* body in the 
phyllite rocks and was traced for 100 feet along strike -it is about 20' wide, 
Qraphitei Sohisfrt In oontaot with the above quartzite apparently overlying it

and in stratigraphic*! conformity was a belt of poorly graphitic quartB schist 

or phyllite, grey or light grey in fresh specimen but stained brown on the 

surface due to the weathering of small amounts of sulphide*
' v ' ' . ,n' ;

Two outcrops revealed a strike length north-south of about 

300 feet and a thickness at right angles to the strike of less than 50 feet. 

No evidence was seen to indicate which way up these rocks are* 

ghlorite phyllites and schistsj occurred in a belt, about 1,000 feet wide,
i - * ' "' ', - A{

striking NW-SE in the eastern part of the claims group southwest of Sewell Lake.'
* ' ..' ; - - . -, "

The rooks are dark green in colour with.a silver tint due to  erikite. The , 

rook is thinly bedded and highly fissile. Carbonate lenses are abundant 

along the bedding planes. It is difficult to separate the phyllite rooks from 

schistose rocks and in the field the rooks were grouped together etoept where '

they could be separated with confidence. The main mineral* are green chlorite
.'- ' ' -..' -'.-' ' r - ' :ii "'v 

and sericite with fine quartz. *

Hornblende - ? chlorite schists i These rooks are by far the most common types 

occurring on the claims group and form perhaps 80 perbeat of the outcrops 'toa 

it. They show slight variations from area to area, but on the whole they com 

prise fine grained, green to light green schists. The development of schist 

osity varies considerably. In places they are very thin splitting mnfl  how 

a marked lineation on the planes of schistosity. In others they are quite 

blocky, almost passive, so that it Is difficult to find a meanarable  ohi*tosiiy
' ' ' 'in*, ' ' '.' ' ' ,.''- , ' . - '' ' .' ' '-

direction. In the latter cases they exhibit ,a well marked set or sets of Jointli

Y



The rocks in general are too fine grained for their constituent minerals 

to be identified Kith certainty. The darker green varieties are doubtless 

very hornblende-richj chlorite, too, is perhaps a notable constituent* The 

 lighter coloured varieties seem to be quartz-rich, A thin flection examination 

is essential to delineate the various types of these rocks*

They would seen to represent volcanics of different types| perhaps the 

nore hernblondo-rich schists represent original basaltic to andesitio types,
:-, r'r ' '

while the lighter coloured ones originated in sore acidic lavas*

In some places these rooks have been relatively little affected by the 

metamorphic processes and what appears to be the original volcanic banding is 

preserved* Measurements of the strike and dip of such rooks dhows that this 

apparently primary banding is concordant with the foliation of the more schist 

ose rocks in the same neighbourhood,

A good example of these apparently little altered volcanics was seen at 

57fOOS, 7+OOB where banded, fine grained, light green or greenish-white volcanics| 

probably and celt as, outcrop* The banding was of the order of a foot or so in

width. No evidence of Hops'1 .or "bottoms* was Been. ̂

In other places the rooks have a well marked schistosity developed in then
"i , '* t :' '

and are often quite thin-splitting* The field evidence is that they are the 

same rooks as the banded, non-schistose types, but which have been more affected 

teotonically.

A marked feature of all these green schists is the very large amounts of 

carbonate which they contain. It occurs often in the body of the rook, giving 

iVa fine granular, or 'sugary 1 appearance* Hore generally, carbonate occurs 

as irregular veins, stringers and less definite bodies in the schist* The 

carbonate is quite white on fresh fracture, weathering produces very little 

brown staining. The carbonate is most likely a very slighjbly dolomitio calcite* 

Its weathering produces a characteristic 'pitting' on the rock surfaces*

Pyrite and magnetite are disseminated throughout the rocks. At times they
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show marked concentrations, the more notable of which will be described later 
under the heading of "Mineralization".

Veins of barren white quarts are common in tome of the outcrops* These 
reach maximum widths of about two feet, but are nore often less than one . 
foot wide. Some of the larger ones have been the cause of trenching in tht

 v '' "

past, probably because of their possible gold content* Evidence of such 
prospecting is prominent in the northeast part of the claims group. See also 

below under "Mineralization11 . 

pornblendet gabbro and hornblende diorite t Outcrops of joaesive, non-schistose *
' ' 

\ 
' ' ' V

basic to intermediate rooks of apparently igneous origin occur at various : -'i 
places in the area. The field distinction between,gabbro and diorite IB 
based on the colour i no'e* and it le not always possible to make a clear dis 
tinction between the two. Both types are described together here for sake 
of convenience. (Petrologlcal work is necessary to establish definitely tht 
different rock types.)

In most parts of the claims group the aparsity of outcrops was such aa 
to make it impossible to decide on the outlines of the bodies of massive

* i *t - ' ' 'rocks, only in one case was the contact between such a body and the surround" 
ing schists seen.

In the northwest part of the claims group, along lines 12*003, 154*003 
and 18+OOS, between 184OOW and 30fOOff is a body of coarse grained hornblende 
diorite having an elongated, semi-lenticular shape and lying conformably 
within the volcanics, which appear to 'flow' evenly around Its outline 
(see map). Where the contact is seen, the diorite for tome distance away 
from the volcanics is crushed and sheared, indicating movements after tt had 
been emplaoedt The evidence li that the Igneous body was intruded as a lens- 
like stock into the volcanics at some stage before the finish-of the 

orogeny, .

Other outcrops of these types of rock occur widely scattered over tht
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li Claims group, but there is no sure way of linking then up into larger bodies. 

Outcrops of hornblende-diorite some few hundred feet south of the one mentioned 

above nay be part of a similar, concordant lens. Some 400 - 500 feat east of 

the base line, between 45+003 and about 66+008 is a NNH-fcrending belt bf
i ' ' ''~- ' " - ' , . ' i * "

V' diorite which also appears to be conformable with the surrounding schist*. Out*
i1 ' ; ' 'Vl - •' * ' ' *-'

crops of diorite along the base line at 24+00 to 27+008 nay possibly link 

up with this belt. However, the petrological type of this latter locality 

is not quite the same - it is definitely more mafic. These outcrops may , 

form part of a gabbro body which appears to underlie a belt along the bate line* 

Outcrops of this supposed body of gabbro appear at 90+003, 85+OOS, 72+008 and : 

51+OOS and as large boulders probably nearly in situ around 40+003. Such a
1 - . ' " . k :-' - , ,. -

- ' '-v i '. . ' ., ' i*.';,.

belt of basic rook would coincide very well with the belt of geomagnetic "highs* 

which occur along the base line between these limits.

A more detailed petrologioal description must await the results of a micro*
, T . i i '

scopioal examination of the rooks* ; 

Diabase (? Matachewan)i In the north of the claims group, west of the base line, 

a series of outcrops of a fresh looking dark diabase (dolerite) occur along a 

NNW-trending belt. The petrologioal type and the positions of the outcrops
r ' ' J .' - - , '

' strongly suggest that there is here a younger dyke of the Hataohewan diabase
4 ' ' - ' j, - '

type. The rook is dense, massive and fine to medium grained, the medium grained 

varieties having a good diabasic texture. In places it is porphyritic, with 

large (5mn-10mn) irregular phenocryst* of greenish (saussuritised?) plagioclase 

scattered throughout the rook. : .

An isolated outcrop of the same rook at the base line, 21+008, may possibly 

be a part of this same dyke, though this would require the dyke to swing 

somewhat sharply northwest. ,,

pleistocene and Recentt As can be seen from the outcrop map; the claims group 

is heavily covered with overburden mainly of glacial or fluvioglacial character* 

The thic kvegetational cover makes direct observation of.this overburden often



- .- -7 - . - --.- - -. . f,-,y- , -. J". ;
)os sible. Its nature can, however, often be deduced from the type of Teg-,

. . . ' . . . . ' '' . /' - . " , . : '., . ' V '. " .^

elation which grows on it. This link between vegetational types and underlying 

glacial deposits has been emphasised in previous reports (e,g* West Central 

Sewell Group, North Weston Group, etc.). For convenience the types may be
' ' ' . . ' '" ' r ' ' ' , ' "' ' . . r ' "' ' h- ,

set out again here. . . ' ' ' ' ' ,;''- ' j-'' ' \ " ; v  '  .'., : ' ' '', 

Sandy areas; flat sandy areas or sand ridges, ekseri,fto* support an even. . - y y.' y. . '. ' .y-';*' -' y , :,[,'' y* 1 .' i: - :: , .•..• :' 
growth of spruce and/or jaokpine* ' r ,

Bouldery areas{morainic ridges, bouldery eskera, etc, support a strong growth 

of a mixed type, with spruce, poplar and birch. Apparently 

the greater the proportion of boulders, the greater the pro*
' , ' . ' ' * ' ""' ' -. y ' ., ' " , . ',. ' r

portion of the hardwood species* * 

Swampy areas) maybe underlain by sand or possibly clays. Here the governing
1 '. ; ' '.'i ...  .'. .i.. . i-y"'' " '•'.. l : - - i '. - y,- j'.' f ' ' .

factor seems to be the waterlogging. Various swamp types ooourj
, ' 'iV , ' : ' . *" "* . . " - ' . j, ^ '"'

spruce (probably on sandy swamps), spruce-alder, aidejr, spruoe- 

cedar and pure cedar, :
1 M ' • jh : '

The main glacial features are shown on the map(s) accompanying this report* 

Structural Geology! ,, ;,A.

Regionally the claims group lies in an area of roughly east*west or north 

west - southeast striking schists -the 'volcanics 1 or green-schists  towards 

the northern edge of the area of supraorystala* The granite^boundary is possibly
' : :-"-'. ;'-' ' : . "v ' ' ' '", * '. : ' ' ,, - V' X '" '' - - -

some miles north of the northern boundary of the claims group,
' ' ' . i -' ;' ' . ' ! '•'•••: i ' ' ~'-':' ' '.•••\ '' ' " -, •••''

folding.!. Djie to sparsity of exposures, absence of any leading hpr|*on, and lack 

of means of determining the attitudes of the rooks, no major folds have biea

delineated. In plan (see map), interpretation of the strike directions of the
' -'" "^"^ " , ' - ,. ' '.''l -''~'-y^-—.' -.-'-.'I : '- - ' : : 

schists between the outcrops has enabled a rough picture of the variations in
' s, - - , ' - . '' - ' '" - -' , - /* p ' .. -; 'i* 1 -H

strike over the area to be built up* Sinoe such variations are themselves 

expressions of folds, the more important of them will be dealt with here.
1 ' * f/ ' '' ' ' ; - i*.-j .i '.: - , ' . 'j| ' '

As mentioned above the strike of the schists is in general E-W or WT-^SK. J -
. ' '" -f"^' ' L," ' "' " ' tt'~ i " ' "" , ''- ' ' -' ~ ' '' ' " "' , "" ."

That is, in the west of the area it is more nearly E-W, while it swings
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evenly, to Nlt-SE in the eastern part. Dips are nearly all vertical, 

or within ten or fifteen degrees of vertical. One or two notable exceptions 

will be noted.

The only evidence for a large scale fold occurs in the west roentral part 

of the group, west of the north flowing creek in that area, between lines 40 f 003 

and 70+OOS. Here the strike measurements in the volcanics seen to indicate a 

Z-bend in the trend directions outlining*, syncline followed by an anticline, 

with a common axial direction of about NW, plunging at 60V the common limits 

of the folds show NW dips of about 600 , but the two outer limbs are vertical, 

Small scale drag-folding in the rooks here plunges parallel with the apparent 

axes of the proposed larger folds* ,:

This fold may represent a "regional drag-fold", but its significance in the 

larger scale structure of the area is not yet clear* '

No other noteworthy irregularities in the strike directions have been noted* 

Small scale folding; Most of the outcrops of the volcanics or green eohists 

show small scale folding or crumpling, usually of amplitudes of only a few inches, 

Often these take the form of drag folds in which the schistosity and often 

quartz-veins in the rook are closely folded, with thickening in the crests and 

troughs and thinning of the limbs. The axes of these small folds most commonly 

parallels the lineation in the rocks, where this can be observed and measured. 

No cross folding was observed*

Lineation i ! rr Whenever possible, measurements were made of the lineation in the 

rooks, as expressed by the parallel orientation of elongated minerals, e*g, 

hornblende, the grooving or small scale crumpling along foliation planes* etc, 

In most cases the values of the plunge of the lineation were high on the highly 

inclined schistosity planes, i.e. lineation tended to coincide with direction of 

dip. In such cases measurements of lineation are not of such high value in 

determining structural trends, e.g. possible culminations and depressions.

Over the area of the claims group the lineation showed a fairly constant



Munge, along the foliation planes in a westerly or northwesterly direction,
^^^ 

. , ' ', ; t - ' r 'fi- " 'of the order of 6O0 - 800, Exceptions were noted in the east oentral part of 
the group, southwest of Sewell Lake where values as low as 400 were recorded. 
Faulting}. No large scale faulting has been observed or deduced within the

- - ' -f " ' *area of the Sewell claims group, . 
Of smaller faults, may be mentioned; ' ^ ' !?
1) a short NE-SW striking fault cutting across the border-of the diorite 

body in the NW part of the claims group, and displacing it a few tens
'' ' " * - j " ' J ,: - ' 'i v'.. *'of feet. This fault is a dextral one* ^ ;, :

•'. . ; - ' -. -- ' )
2) On line 6 f DOS at 20fOOW an outorop of the green schistose voloanlos ends 

abruptly along a N-S, east facing scarp which aay represent a fault 
feature. No idea of the possible noyeaent along it, if any, could be 

' formed, . . . . '' ' ' .-' , . ' '' . '-- 1 ' '"' ;'''

3) At 87*003, 5fOOfl, a fault striking NB-SE brings the fraphite sohitt
\ 

' ' . . ' ; , *,' ' '' 'against the green schistose volcanics. The movement here is only saall 
and sinistral. f

Shearingj Local shearing occurs in several of the outcrops seen, nearly always
parallel to the schistosity direction. Shearing is often associated with
pyrititic mineralization (see below),

Mineralizations ^ ?*""'p*""*"*^*******^™**"*"t*!Tlllp""r*" ' r, . ,; . , ! \ (- " " ' , ;

j^efleral Statement.t The survey of the claims group has not revealed any mineral- 
ization which is of economic interest* Introduced mineral*, Apart from the - 
regional carbonate, comprise vein quartz, magnetite and pyrite. , Chalcopyrite v 
appears in very minor amounts.

The introduced magnetite and pyrite:are ubiquitous constituents in small 
concentrations. Locally they reach notable amounts as described below. Like* 
wise quartz veins or less regular bodies are often to be seen in outcrops of 
the schists, but locally they reach widths sufficient to have interested pros-

1 ' . 't - ; ' . . ' ,- - . i lpeotore in the past who probably were investigating their gold 'Content. Th*
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JSsMt that the investigations stopped at ihallow trenohing indicates this content 

was not noteworthy, A; , 

The various areas of increased mineralization will now be described* Thele
1 ' ' ni " i '

are indicated by a letter on the map.

Locality Ai Quartz vug in shear zone 3' wide in a medium grained, magnetic,

dunitio rook. Shear strike* approximately E-W, The vug contains 

specks of chalcopyrite and green malachite. Staining li pris*nt 

sparingly. :- . ' - ? r ; . " ; ' - : .' ';

Locality Bt A vuggy quarta-calcite pod in schistose chlorite-oarbonate rook,

containing large pyrite And chalcopyrite blebs. : *

Locality Ci lo a massive, blocky, light green andesitio looking rook on line 

48*005, 1,100 feet east of the base line, a north trending quarti 

lens up to 3 feet wide contains scattered chalcopyrite and malachite 

staining, ,

Locality D j A fine grained sugary quart*!te layer parallel -to the foliation Of 

phyllites an) schists contains heavy pyrite disseminations. The
1 .' '' ' " , . '•*- J

zone is 20 feet wide and was traced for 100 feet. 

Locality Ei Parallel quartz veins fipon a few inches up to 2 feet wide froa a tout
' "Vi '

in medium grained dloritio and andesitio rooks between line 57f008 

ana line 66400S about 700 feet east of the baae line. The zone hai 

been extensively trahohed and the veins are exposed along a strike 

of 800 feet and a width up to 200 feet. The veins trenJ fro* H 

to N100W and dip 62OW to wrtical. A second set of veins trend* 

S750W end dips 70OS. Within the tone the veins are closely spaced

in parts. Immediately lidjaoent to each vein the..country rook is *
f - ' ' 

intensely carbonated. On line 57fOO at locality E, the quartz veini

are heavily charged with jyrite in parts. Elsewhere the quartz li 

barren and contains only Scattered pyrite. A possible oontinuation 

of this zone was found online 42*008, 400 feet east of th* base line i



* oality Ei South of line 66fOOS the southam continuation of the sone i 

covered by fluvio-glaoial sand*
oont'd)

Correlation between Magnetic Anomalies and I^ook Typea t ' :

The high magnetite content in parts of both green schist* and diorite or 

gabbro appears to be responsible for the magnetic 'highs 1 both airborne and on
' ' ' " - , ' ." , * - i ", h.,:1)*

the ground, ;' ,
: - . ' "' -' ;" '*' . t;" ''''"' ' : ' '

It does not appear likely that serpentinite has been responsible for some 

of the 'highs'* This observation nakes an interpretation of subsurface geology 

from magnetic results open to questions as the magnetite content of the rooks 

alone is responsible for magnetic readings and not the rook type themselves,
' ' *'.' ' ; , ,, ' . . : - - . ' t . '

Conclusionst

The survey of the claims group has shownt-
r ' .' '-.' ' ' ' - - i ., f- : '- v-

1. The outcrops have been thoroughly and intensively prospected in the
- ' - - f. '-f ' - ' , t' ' '"''

past. Very little, if any, exposed liiwiraliattlon has been nissedY '
. . . . , .' - ' ' ' '' - - ' - i* "" ' " . ' ,

2. There is a paucity of base metals in the sulphides found, Pyrite is 

a common aocessory constituent in all the rook types,' but is nowhere 

sufficiently concentrated in economic quantities,
' ' ' f f " ' ; :' , ' "; ' * - ~ -t ' "

3. There are no bodies of serpentinite exposed* The magnetic 'highs' are
, : ', , ' -t * , - t-~' - - i

produced by high magnetite content of the rook types exposed*
-' - '' - ' ~ . s . '

A. A regional carbonation has affect*! most of the rook* in varying degree. 

This does not appear to have any significance as,a wall rook alteration 

associated with mineralization. Locally intense carbonation adjacent 

v to quartz veins is mixed with emplacement of the veins and is a for* 

of wall rook alteration. It would, however, be difficult to distin 

guish local wall rock carbonation from regional carbonation*
* ^ - ' .. ' '\-

Recommendations t : -" ,

The claims group should be retained until the claims lapse* During this 

time a limited ground electro-magnetic survey should be conducted east Of the 

base line from 30+S to 8CHOQS* :- ;
-' " "S - " t -

1. To see if the covered continuation of the quartz vein tone (looality B)
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any significant mineralization along its length*

2. To pick up other possible mineralised zones in this region.
Chalcopyrite in quartz in this vioinity indicates that there Hay be - 

base metals. On the other hand the heavy pyrite mineralisation in the quart* 
vain zone at locality E and in the quartzite at locality D favours a pure 
pyritio mineralization* A ground electro-magnetic survey would) howeveri be 
the best way to add to the picture of mineralization as exposed by the earlier 
trenching* It significant results are obtained the electron-magnetic survey 
could be extended to the other claims groups* ,

It would be adviseable to do the survey during the winter or have the 
lines re-cut as they are in poor condition.

P. M. Yokes, 
Geologist.

P. V* Freeman, 
Oeologiflt,

July, 1957.
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LE GEN D
GEOLOGY;

PORPHYRITE DIABRSE (3A) 
HORNBLENDE GABBRO (younger gobbro) (3B) 
SAUSSIRITISED HORNBLENDE GABBRO AND DIORITE

(older gabbro) (3c)

CARBONATED CHLORITE-AMPHIBOLE SCHISTS (2A)
11 PHYLLITE (2B) 

MASSIVE CARBONATED CHLORITE-AMPHIBOLE ROCK (2c)

FINE- GRAINED QUARTZITE "l SED|MENTARY ROCKS 
GRAPHITIC SCHISTS J

INTRUSIVE ROCKS

} VOLCANIC ROCKS

SYMBOLS:

to

STRIKE AND DIP OF FOLIATION. LAYERING 
DIRECTION AND PLUNGE OF UNDATION- DRAG FOLDS

OUTLINE OF HIGHER GROUND

V * A *

OUTLINE OF ESKERS

SWAMP

GEOLOGIC -and TOPOGRAPHIC PLAN

SEWELL LAKE G ROUP

l" s 200'

PVF * EM.V. 

H.J.R.

F. J.E
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